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Abstract
Inequalities in mental health service use and outcome in the British NHS have been attributed to
institutional racism. Institutional racism is widely understood in terms of the definition published in the
Macpherson report, despite critique of its inability to differentiate the role of individual and institution in
discrimination, and weakness in distinguishing racism from other forms of discrimination. The inquiry into
David Bennett's death declared the NHS to be institutionally racist, and, although still contested, this has
been widely accepted. Poor conceptualisation and the endemic failure to demonstrate how institutional
racism leads to iniquitous outcomes can be seen in recommendations to tackle it through individual
education. Policy based on a compromised conceptualisation of institutional racism is unlikely to reduce
racialised inequalities and, in the face of progress for ethnic minorities else-where, may lead to the
conclusion that discrimination is no longer a problem. In the light of recent shifts in what is implied by
institutional racism, suggestions for research towards a re-conceptualisation are made.
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Introduction
1.1 Barack Obama’s US election victory was accompanied by claims that the shattering of institutional
barriers marked the end of institutional racism. The arrival of an African American first family in the White
House, built by Black slaves (among others) just over 200 years ago, was poignant. Nonetheless, the
singular triumph of a Black junior senator does not wipe out systems of discrimination that can be seen in
terms of racialised inequities in mortality and morbidity rates, access to health services, education and
employment in the US as in the UK. Obama’s election reinforces the American ideal that in the land of the
free there is no systematic barrier to realising one’s dreams, including aspiration to the highest office of the
land. Reinforcing dreams is not the same as ensuring that social justice prevails and while Obama’s
presidency may yet have an effect on equalising access to health care[1], its effect on discourse around
institutional racism is harder to judge. This paper describes the origins of the term institutional racism and
its widespread use in UK public service settings after the publication of two official investigations concerning
the deaths of Black men. The Macpherson (1999) report examined the Metropolitan Police investigation of
the murder of Stephen Lawrence and the Blofeld report (Norfolk, Suffolk and Cambridgeshire Strategic
Health Authority 2003) considered the death of David Bennett in a mental health unit. Investigations of
racism around a man’s death are appalling but rare. A more usual context for discussing institutional racism
is everyday injustice such as inequalities in service provision, service use, and in the outcomes of the
service. Since the publication of the Macpherson report institutional racism has been declared to be a
problem in the UK National Health Service (NHS) by officially sanctioned sources (e.g. Sashidharan 2003).
This recognition of institutional racism represents a triumph for those who campaigned to get the
circumstances of the deaths of Lawrence and of Bennett scrutinised, but also raises significant problems
for combating racism. The declaration that the NHS is institutionally racist forecloses debate about racism
in public services, despite the absence of good theoretical models or robust research evidence to show how
it works. Relying on inequitable health outcomes and measures of experience of services means that
institutional racism remains a ‘black box’ in terms of its function. In the highly charged debate about racism
and mental health, there is little room for theoretical discussion. This paper relates the intractable nature of
debates around institutional racism and mental health to the contradictions of the influential findings made
by the Macpherson and Blofeld reports. A close reading of both reports, with particular attention to their
stated and working definitions of racism and their recommendations is related to how these aspects of the
reports were interpreted in public discourse after their publication. In particular, policy and commentary on

mental health policy is related to the contradictions in the reports' definitions to illuminate conceptual gaps
that might be impeding the current development of innovative initiatives to address racialist inequalities.
Background
2.1 The distinction between individual and institutional racism arose with the Black power movement in the
US when it was described as subtle and less identifiable compared with individual racism. ‘Respectable’
individuals can absolve themselves from blame for individually racist acts but nonetheless ‘support officials
and institutions that perpetuate institutionally racist policies' (Carmichael and Hamilton 1967: 21).
Institutional racism is used interchangeably with colonialism in pursuit of Carmichael and Hamilton’s thesis
that Black people in the US formed a colony exploited by White people. Their analysis established the
oppression and exploitation of Black people as part of the structural organisation of society, rather than a
problem that could be tackled on an individual basis. From the 1970s the term 'institutional racism' was
deployed to explain how immigrants from Pakistan and the New Commonwealth were becoming a
disadvantaged group in the UK. It was suggested that racism could be ‘inherent in policy decisions’ and yet
‘not always recognized by those who devise’ those decisions or ‘by those who are the recipients’ (Allen
1973: 100). The challenge of defining institutional racism and distinguishing it from other forms of racism
and from other forms of discrimination has been debated. Diagnosing racism in terms of outcome rather
than ideology (Miles 1989) or process (Anthias 1990) was said to make it impossible to ascertain the
cause of the disadvantage. Miles (1989) defined institutional racism in terms of structural processes that
work independent of the individual’s intention, such that intentionality is secondary to the consequences of
actions. He suggested that since institutional racism might be ‘embodied in exclusionary practices or in a
formally non-racialised discourse … it is necessary to demonstrate the determinate influence of racism’
(Miles 1989: 87). In contrast to Miles’s attempts to restrict what counted as institutional racism, others
have sought to broaden the definition, emphasizing links with exclusions based on class and gender and
with other types of racism. Anthias refers to racism, along with ethnicity, as ‘discursive, systemic and
intersubjective practices and outcomes of social relations which do not emanate exclusively from ethnic or
race categories’ (1999: para 3.2). This all-encompassing definition has been criticised for the conceptual
inflation that renders racism meaningless (Mason 1994, Jenkins 1997). Thus institutional racism is
contested in theoretical terms, while there have been few attempts to operationalise, measure or describe it
in empirical research and, where this is attempted, the concept has been found wanting (O’Grady et al
2005). The Macpherson report’s description of institutional racism as a feature of police work made
headlines and was influential in the development of The Race Relations Amendment Act (2000) which
required public bodies to produce a race equality policy and action plan. Since then discussions around
multiculturalism have shifted to community cohesion and diversity (Pilkington 2008), with the exception of
the mental health services, where institutional racism and its role in racialised disparities in mental illness
continues to be debated.
Macpherson report’s definition of institutional racism
3.1 In the investigation of Stephen Lawrence's death institutional racism was defined as:
… the collective failure of an organisation to provide appropriate and professional service to
people because of their colour, culture or ethnic origin. It can be seen or detected in
processes, attitudes and behaviours which amount to discrimination through unwitting
prejudice, ignorance, thoughtlessness and racist stereotyping which disadvantage minority
people (Macpherson 1999).
3.2 This definition came about through a judicial process, which must refer to precedent for acceptance in
the adversarial negotiation between expert witnesses and, in this case, multiple opposed interest groups
(Cathcart 1999). Macpherson cited the Scarman report as the only available legal precedent, which had
rejected the possibility of institutional racism in the policing of race-related riots in Brixton and Toxteth, but
had confirmed ‘unwitting racism’ as a problem. The Macpherson report found the Metropolitan Police Force
to be institutionally racist and called for reform to the National Police Force and other public services.
Hailed as a ‘watershed in British race relations, not least for its official recognition of ‘institutional racism”
(Bridges 2001:61), the report remains a reference point for commentary on and research into the role of
racism in civil justice (Bridges 2001, O’Grady et al 2005) and especially the police force (Bennetto 2009,
Delsol and Shiner 2006). Although the report’s conception of institutional racism has been found deficient
for understanding or reforming police work (O’Grady et al 2005, Desol et al 2006), nonetheless it is cited as
the authority in critiques of health service provision throughout the UK and beyond, including the US, where
it has no formal status (e.g. Griffith et al 2007).
Criticism of the Macpherson definition of institutional racism
4.1 The Macpherson inquiry was not intended as a scholarly investigation of racism, yet its high profile and

ongoing citation means that it has been interrogated as such nonetheless (Anthias 1999, Bridges 2001).
Criticism of the Macpherson definition of institutional racism has been made in terms of conceptual
inflation, the relationship between individual and institution, and the role of intentionality.
Conceptual inflation
4.2 The Macpherson report’s definition of institutional racism suffers from conceptual inflation in its
emphasis on outcomes. ‘Disadvantage to minority people’ is described as a means of identifying
institutional racism occurring through ‘unwitting prejudice, ignorance, thoughtlessness and racist
stereotyping’ (Macpherson 1999). The Macpherson definition offers no mechanism to distinguish
disadvantage that has accrued to a person of minority ethnicity as a result of class position, gender,
employment status or age rather than racism.
Structure and agency: individuals and institutions
4.3 The report’s definition suggests that a person’s thoughtlessness may be indicative of institutional racism
but how an individual’s insensitivity articulates with institutionally discriminatory processes remains
unspecified. An individual’s ‘unwitting racism’ is not the same as an organisational process having a racist
effect of which individuals may be unaware. The genuinely unwitting racist is unaware of discriminating
against a racialised group of people. If, as Miles (1989) suggests, institutional racism concerns
organisational procedures which unintentionally discriminate against a racialised minority, the individual’s
belief, awareness and behaviour regarding racism are irrelevant. The role and responsibility of the individuals
who work within discriminatory institutions is the perennial sociological question of structure and agency
(Essed 1991). These definitional problems around institutional racism are part of the longer term
development of ideas around race. Nineteenth century race thinking relied on a belief in biologically distinct
and hierarchically arranged sections of the human species as demonstrated in justifications for apartheid
and slavery. ‘Race’ now refers to a category that may be genetically or culturally constructed and that is not
necessarily hierarchical. Race is a difficult concept because it refers to an externally attributed identity
associated with prejudice, as well as positively claimed and valued aspects of identity (Bradby and Nazroo
2010). Racism, in its biologically-determined nineteenth century variety is increasingly rare in polite society,
let alone public policy, not least because of its legal proscription. Legislation against racism reflects the
decreasing acceptability of racist ideas and behaviours such that even the far right British National Party
with White supremacist associations, asserts that it is not racist. Since the mid-twentieth century, race
has been regarded as a socially constructed concept (Rose, 2007: 156), hence irrelevant to the biological
mapping of human diversity (Lewontin 1993, Cooper 1984). How then can concepts of race and racism be
defined and used in a way that informs 21st century service provision? The problem of slippage between
previous and current meanings of these terms is exacerbated in a legal context, where authority is
determined through precedence. The historical slippage is compounded by the subtlety of distinguishing
racism associated with the individual from that associated with the institution.
Intention and the individual
4.4 Use of the term ‘unwitting’ in the Macpherson definition raises the problem of intention behind
discrimination: mechanisms that might distinguish between discrimination that operates ‘wittingly’ and
‘unwittingly’ are not specified (Anthias 1999: para 2.9). The possibility that overt and intentional individual
racist beliefs and behaviours could have played a role in determining the course of the investigation of
Stephen Lawrence’s murder was pursued by the Macpherson inquiry. Despite sustained investigation of
documents and cross-questioning of individuals no overt expression of racism could be established. No
comparison was drawn with police investigations of White people who died in a violent assault, so the role
that the Lawrence family’s Blackness played in shaping how the police treated them could not be assessed
through a comparative method.
4.5 The difficulties of distinguishing the role of individual, his or her intention and relationship with an
institution in the conceptualisation and operation of institutional racism are not novel. Regarding the
Scarman report, Mason notes the need for theoretically informed explanations to capture the interconnection of structure and agency, and the term ‘institutional racism’ as suffering from ‘imprecision in
many of the formulations of the concept’ (1982: 44).
Interpreting the report’s findings
5.1 The Metropolitan Police accepted the Macpherson report’s finding that institutional racism was identified
in many aspects of the investigation of Stephen Lawrence’s murder, including the lack of urgency and
commitment of the investigation, the treatment of the Lawrence family and the failure to recognise the
murder as racially motivated. Sir Ian Blair, Commissioner of the Metropolitan Police, was keen to

emphasise that accepting the report’s findings did not imply that individual officers were racist and that ‘this
is about organisation, it’s not about individuals’ (Murji 2007: 849). The emphasis on the organisational
nature of the discrimination had the effect of protecting the individuals involved. Dividing the organisation
from those who work in it situates individuals conceptually beyond institutions. Blair insisted that the
findings did not have any implications for the character of individual police officers, fearing that an
implication of individual racism would render law enforcement impossible in parts of London (Cathcart
1999). The attempt to separate the acceptance of institutional racism from any implication of individual
racism attributed overbearing influence to the structure, while stripping individuals operating therein of any
agency. Such a division severs ‘rules, regulations and procedures from the people who make and enact
them, as if it concerned qualitatively different racism rather than different positions and relations through
which racism operates’ (Essed 1991: 36).
5.2 Arguably the most damaging aspect of the investigation was officers’ refusal to view the murder as a
racist act, insisting that the assault on Stephen Lawrence was ordinary thuggish behaviour. Maintaining this
‘colour-blind’ attitude meant ignoring witness statements that the white youths who murdered Stephen
Lawrence shouted ‘nigger’ and that the same youths failed to aggress white bystanders (Cathcart 1999,
Foster 2008). Officers’ failure to see the significance of the Whiteness of the attackers was key to the
failure to understand the nature of the crime under investigation. After the insistence on the organisational
nature of police racism, secretly filmed material (BBC 2003) showed recruits in three forces making racist
comments. Undercover journalism showed individuals in the police force espousing strongly racist views
and widespread tolerance of racist banter. More recently it has been suggested that since the Macpherson
report, racism is increasingly likely to be covertly expressed (Holdaway and O’Neil 2007). Investigating
officers may not have pursued the assault on Stephen Lawrence because they assumed that young Black
men are routinely criminally violent such that murder was a ‘natural’ consequence of his being on the
streets of South London. If violence is assumed to be a normal part of day-to-day life for young Black men,
then perhaps a violent death is an expected outcome of this ‘way of life’. Neville Lawrence, father of
Stephen Lawrence, said on day 42 of the inquiry:
It is clear to me that the police come in with the idea that the family of black victims are
violent criminals who are not to be trusted. (Macpherson, 1999: page 8131).
5.3 An assumption of the criminality of Black men allows violence to be explained and accepted as the
responsibility of the victim. Presuming the inherent criminality of a Black murder victim makes him
responsible for his own violent death and leaves the Whiteness of the murderers un-scrutinised. The
assumed normativity of Whiteness means that other categories are defined in terms of their deviation from
the White category, with the nature of Whiteness rendered invisible (Dyer 1997). The influence of the
Lawrence’s family's assumed criminality in the investigation of his murder was exposed because Stephen
Lawrence had not been involved with violence prior to his murder and came from a respectable, aspirant and
law-abiding family who supported his plans to become an architect. Despite the lack of evidence of overt
racism, the Macpherson inquiry had to respond to the widely felt sense that a racialised injustice had
occurred. The inquiry was conducted in a highly charged atmosphere with the near impossible task of
responding to the injustices experienced by the Lawrence family, which resonated with a wider community,
as well as a police force on the defensive. In the absence of racists a finding of institutional racism was
strategic in retaining racism as a cause of the problem, without needing to prove individual responsibility.
The report’s finding served its tightly defined legal purpose as well as responding to a broader need for
racialised injustice to be addressed. Since then the report’s definition of institutional racism has been
exported to other contexts, notably the NHS, where its compromised formulation has proven a poor basis
for the formation of policies or programmes of political action designed to combat racial disadvantage and
oppression (Mason 1982). These problems are illustrated in the report of the investigation into the death of
David Bennett.
Minorities and mental health services
6.1 Since Durkheim’s explanation of how social, political, and economic forces produced various types of
suicide (Durkheim 1897 (1951)), rates of mental illness have been used as indices of social cohesion.
Severe and enduring mental illness represents a form of alienation which, assuming it is reported to the
health services, can be measured and quantitatively analysed. Disparities between the mental health of
minorities and the general population have been interpreted as reflecting the successful or failed integration
of migrants. The direction of the disparity between minority and majority populations in measures of mental
illness has not been consistent. During the 1970s and 1980s explanations were sought for low rates of
hospital admission for psychological illness among people of South Asian origin (Cochrane et al., 1987,
1989) and low levels of symptoms in community surveys (Cochrane et al., 1977, 1981a, b). South Asian
family structure was argued to have a protective effect for symptoms of psychological distress in a version
of ‘they look after their own’. The healthy migrant effect may have accounted for some of this advantage.

Since then a consistent picture of poor mental health as well as poor mental health services for some
minorities has emerged, characterised by excess rates of illness and detention and poorer pathways to
care (Commission for Healthcare Audit and Inspection 2007). The inequalities that disadvantage ethnic
minorities and which can be stark, are likely to have complex causes (Sainsbury Centre 2006) and the role
which discrimination plays in this complexity is contentious. Excessive use of involuntary detention and
persistently excessive rates of acute mental illness have been cited as demonstrating discrimination at
work within the system of medical care (McKenzie and Bhui 2007). However, others cite competing
hypotheses including diverse patterns of help-seeking to suggest that the evidence that racism causes
inequalities is inadequate and contradictory (Singh and Burns 2006). A significant moment in the
development of the discourse on institutional racism in the NHS was the report of the inquiry into the death
of David Bennett, a Black man with a history of severe and enduring mental illness.
Inquiry into David Bennett’s death
7.1 David Bennett’s death while a patient in a medium secure unit (a residential setting where patients are
unable to discharge themselves), was subject to an inquiry chaired by Sir John Blofeld (Norfolk, Suffolk and
Cambridgeshire Strategic Health Authority 2003). Key witnesses refused to cooperate with the inquiry, but it
nonetheless established that Bennett’s death was brought about by up to five nurses sitting on him for up to
28 minutes, by which time he had stopped breathing. The events that led up to this excessive restraint
included Bennett being racially abused by another patient, his being moved to another ward and his assault
of a nurse. These incidents constitute the circumstances of his death, but are insufficient explanation as to
why Bennett died since verbal abuse and assault are not uncommon in secure mental health services. The
inquiry report described the inequalities in mental health services faced by black and minority patients as ‘a
festering abscess which is at present a blot upon the good name of the NHS’ (Norfolk, Suffolk and
Cambridgeshire Strategic Health Authority 2003: 58) and attributed these inequalities to institutional racism
(Esmail 2004). The report does not explain how Bennett’s death, as a result of the forceful restraint which
stopped his breathing, can be related to institutional racism rather than individual prejudice. The Blofeld
report found that there was ‘insufficient attention paid to’ Bennett’s ‘cultural, social and religious needs’, but
there was no evidence of ‘deliberate racism’ from staff (Norfolk, Suffolk and Cambridgeshire Strategic Health
Authority 2003: 24). The report states that ‘the staff were quite frightened of’ Bennett because ‘of his
violence which the staff often saw as unprovoked and because he was a very athletic young man’ (Norfolk,
Suffolk and Cambridgeshire Strategic Health Authority 2003: 10). Bennett had been a talented footballer, a
good musician, playing the drums and a Rastafarian who smoked cannabis (Norfolk, Suffolk and
Cambridgeshire Strategic Health Authority 2003: 7). This description suggests the stereotype of Black men
as hyper-masculine in terms of strength and as potentially violent could have heightened staff fear.
Elsewhere the report describes the very small numbers of Black staff (Norfolk, Suffolk and Cambridgeshire
Strategic Health Authority 2003: 24) and patients (Norfolk, Suffolk and Cambridgeshire Strategic Health
Authority 2003: 23) in the clinic where Bennett died. The Blofeld report cites the Macpherson report’s
definition of institutional racism, noting that some people did not appreciate
that unwitting prejudice, ignorance or thoughtlessness or racist stereotyping leads to
institutional racism. They considered that institutional racism must be deliberate. (Norfolk,
Suffolk and Cambridgeshire Strategic Health Authority 2003: 43).
7.2 The report does not specify who ‘they’ might be, but does state that ‘This is a serious and important
misconception which needs to be put right.’ Thus the lack of clarity regarding the relationship between
individual and institutional racism is both noted and reinforced through citation of the contradictory
definition. The assertion that unwitting, ignorant or stereotypical individual acts lead to institutional racism is
the only clue the Blofeld report offers as to this relationship. But when do individuals’ acts, whether thinking
or unthinking, become attributed to the institution? In what sense is it useful to label individually racist acts
the responsibility of the institution, except as a means of shedding responsibility? (Institutional racism is
ascribed the cause of problems beyond one's own group in a debate between clinicians and the
Department of Health described later in this paper). Using institutional racism to explain the circumstances
of Bennett’s death is problematic. The failure to train staff in methods of safe restraint and prompt
resuscitation cannot be seen as institutionally racist in and of itself unless some racist intention or process
can be identified in this failure, since all patients could suffer as a consequence. However, if fears of Black
male patients’ inherent violence led to their being restrained more frequently and forcefully, then a racist
effect could ensue. But in this case it is the assumption about Black violence, rather than the failure in
training that constitutes the racism in question. Furthermore assumptions about Black violence are held by
individuals rather than constituting a feature of the organisation. The embodied moment where nurses sat
on Bennett and impeded his breathing by applying excessive restraint cannot easily be connected to
features of the organisation unconnected with individual racist belief. If beliefs about Black men's violence
constitute institutional racism, then all shared social prejudices may also be regarded 'institutional' rather
than 'individual' and the analytic distinction between the two is unclear.

7.3 Recommendations made to tackle institutional racism reveal further contradictions in the use of the
concept. The Blofeld report’s number one recommendation is that ‘All who work in mental health services
should receive training in cultural awareness and sensitivity.’ (Norfolk, Suffolk and Cambridgeshire Strategic
Health Authority 2003: 67). Racism that has been termed ‘institutional’ is to be addressed by educating the
individual. Similarly, the Macpherson (1999 chapter 47) report’s 49th recommendation was ‘That all police
officers, including CID and civilian staff, should be trained in racism awareness and valuing cultural diversity.’
Racism without a racist
8.1 Blackness, masculinity and youth were significant features of the circumstances surrounding
Lawrence’s and Bennett’s deaths in that they influenced people’s responses to their living and their dead
bodies. Such embodied characteristics are not experienced or perceived as disaggregated dimensions of
race, gender and age. The lack of diligence with which Lawrence’s death was investigated and the
excessive force with which Bennett was restrained are partially explained by stereotyped assumptions
about young Black men. Health care staff expressed fear of Bennett’s violence and athletic strength: the
Lawrence family felt that their son’s involvement with criminal violence was assumed. This discrimination
was not only racist since gender and age and race were all implied. The focus on the young men’s race
diverted attention from the Whiteness of Lawrence’s murderers and of almost all the other staff and patients
encountered by Bennett. The official investigations into both deaths heard witnesses assert that racialised
difference was an important influence on how the men had been treated. Despite scrutiny neither
investigation was able to identify evidence of individual racism from police or healthcare staff. This was a
contradictory finding for both investigations: a sense that racism had played some part in shaping events
and yet no evidence of a racist. Naming this problem ‘institutional racism’ allowed the issue of where the
racism lay to be obfuscated, avoiding the need to identify individual moments, practices or people as racist.
This compromise permitted the accusation of racism to be made publically, since it was levelled at an
organisation, without entirely exonerating individuals from responsibility. Both reports maintained the
possibility that individuals could be unwittingly racist, which makes sense as a means to partially but not
wholly exonerate individuals of responsibility. Neither report interrogated the problematic role of Whiteness
as a cultural identity, thereby compounding the under-specified way in which institutional racism was being
employed.
Health service inequalities
9.1 The Blofeld report’s assertion of the institutionally racist nature of the NHS was confirmed by evidence
of inequality in mental health service use and outcome (Sainsbury Centre for Mental Health 2002,
Sashidharan 2003). In response the Department of Health announced a race equality policy (Department of
Health 2005) and an audit of rates of psychosis and detention across ethnic groups ( Commission for
Healthcare Audit and Inspection 2005). These institutional efforts to monitor and reform services may yet be
undone by the unacknowledged uncertainty in the role of individuals and organisations in so-called
institutional racism. Difficulties defining race and racism so as to inform progressive work, described at the
outset of this paper, are exacerbated in medical contexts. Medicine’s dominant epistemology supports a
tendency to explain difference between ethnic groups in physiological or genetic terms which re-inscribes
variation as biologically determined. The centrality of the doctor-patient relationship for medicine’s
professional claims means that any hint of racism denotes a serious threat (e.g. Singh and Burns (2006)
argue that labelling psychiatric services institutionally racist damages trust with Black patients by
reinforcing their reluctance to attend). The reform of public services called for after the deaths of Lawrence
and Bennett has proven difficult in the criminal justice system and is likely to be at least as difficult in the
health and social care system. Severe and enduring mental illness often requires social, educational,
employment, housing and medical services, and sometimes the judiciary, police and prison services.
Patients and their carers do not necessarily distinguish between teachers, psychologists, lawyers, social
workers or doctors involved in their case (Bradby et al 2007). In a patient-centred system, patients would
not have to work out these distinctions to make sense of their own care. However, Bennett’s family had to
unpick the nature of the professional relationships involved in David Bennett’s case in the contested setting
of an official inquiry, which sat as a result of the pressure that the family had maintained, sometimes
against the efforts of uncooperative professionals. The unacceptable nature of racism and the difficulty of
defining how individuals and organisations contribute to institutional racism can be seen in arguments
between NHS clinicians and managers. Having admitted institutional racism as a feature of the NHS, an
anonymous source from the Department of Health stated that ‘the solutions lie in the hands of individuals,
not institutions’ and that the term ‘institutional racism’ is simply unhelpful (McKenzie and Bhui 2007). The
clinicians responded that organisations rather than individuals provide adequate services, such as
interpreters or culturally competent therapists, and individuals are neither responsible for the cause of
racialised disparities, nor their solution, whereas institutions should
take responsibility for producing an environment that develops and supports sustainable,

effective, ethical interventions targeted at delivering equitable services. Unfortunately, when
institutions are challenged to do this they often do not take responsibility (McKenzie and Bhui
2007).
9.2 McKenzie and Bhui’s comments, directed at ‘institutions’ are perhaps intended for ‘management’. The
difficulty in attributing and accepting responsibility for reform indicates a conceptual gap in how institutional
racism operates in situ. There is now a presumption (albeit contested) that institutional racism operates in
the NHS (Elkan et al 2007). The evidence for the existence of this form of racism is inequality in treatment
and outcome that disadvantages ethnic minorities. Programmes to train individual professionals in cultural
competency and assess the effects of institutional structures are ongoing (Department of Health 2005). The
apparent contradiction of institutional racism being tackled at the level of the individual and the lack of
interest in specifying how individual and institutional interact provokes a series of questions. How can policy
reform tackle racism that individuals do not espouse, that they may express unwittingly? Are individuals
vulnerable to the power of institutions to condition their thoughts? Various forms of cultural awareness
training are premised on the idea that when prejudiced people understand the error of their ways, they will
reform. However such training can simply redirect the expression of prejudice to a more acceptable idiom.
While evidence of direct racism is difficult to detect, White professionals’ disapproval of sexism in minority
families as the unacceptable face of difference, is not (Bradby et al 2007). Cultural awareness or
competency programs tend to focus on minority cultures, thereby leaving implicit the idea that minorities
have culture whereas the White majority is made up of rational individuals.
Concluding discussion
10.1 In the early 1970s when sociologists started to discuss institutional racism ‘race relations’ was a
contested area of study. The legitimacy of ethnicity and racism as categories for analysis and the need for
public service provision to demonstrate efforts to avoid racism is now legally established. However antiracism legislation exists in the context of ‘a relative consensual political silence on issues of racism and
racial inequality’ (Rhodes 2009: 4.2) whereby political discourse recasts racialised inequality in an
individualized, culturally-centred discourse to neutralize redistributive claims. What has been referred to as
‘apparently benign particularism’ (Rhodes 2009: 4.6) is part of a shift away from structural explanations of
inequality towards an emphasis on culture (Pilkington 2008). The absence of institutional explanations for
exclusion and discrimination in wider political discourse perhaps explains why the assertion of institutional
racism in mental health services co-exists with so little sociological commentary or sense of how this
discrimination works. 10.2 The assumption that institutional racism is responsible for ethnic mental health
inequalities has made it difficult to interrogate how institutional processes discriminate around race, gender,
age and other categories. Without a grasp of how discrimination operates within institutions, policy seeking
to reduce racialised inequalities will continue to fall back on educating individuals even (perhaps especially)
when they claim not to be racist. Education that ignores Whites as a cultural or ethnic category
compounds some of the inequalities that the Macpherson and Blofeld reports describe. In the longer term
the failure of current initiatives to reduce inequalities, particularly with a Black president in the White
House, may lead to the ill-founded presumption that the inequalities attributed to institutional racism are no
longer a problem. The prominence of institutional racism in mental health policy can be related to the
impact of the death of Bennett after institutional racism had been raised as a prospect by the Macpherson
report. The shift in the meaning of institutional racism in mental health policy has so far attracted very little
sociological attention, perhaps because of the longstanding assumption that medical sociology is a
theoretically uninteresting field (Cockerham 2001). 10.3 Institutional racism is currently loaded with
meaning which cannot necessarily be clarified with reference to sociological theories of racism because
events have over-taken those theories. In its 1970s guise institutional racism referred to organisational
features operating independent of the individual, but this no longer pertains. What is now indicated by
‘institutional racism’ implies individuals and their gendered, age-inflected racism as well as the way that
they act as representatives and agents of an institution and wider society. The term institutional racism
could also be taken as referring to the tendency to ignore Whites as an ethnic or cultural group,
compounding minority culture as the cause of the problem when faced with racialised inequalities. These
changes in the way that institutional racism is used as a term should provoke a sociological response and
some suggestions are made here. First, a return to sociological conceptulisations of racism to see how
they are manifest in mental health services might be warranted. Certainly, we know very little about how
racism operates in the NHS and have not attended to Miles’s (1989) call to establish the determinate
influence of racism in institutional processes. Second, conceptualisations may need to be overhauled in the
light of current evidence. This sociological distinction between individual and institution and the focus on the
conscious rational individual is unhelpful in understanding current public discourse on institutional racism.
An assumption of individuals’ rational consciousness should be re-assessed in a public service setting.
Richard Jenkins credits Bourdieu with an implicit recognition that the distinction between conscious thought
and unconscious mind is not a sharp separation and that this is ‘likely to be the source of the potency of
processes of institutionalization’ (2002: 179). The strength of the shared cultural denigration of 'mad Black

men' may render prejudice more than usually available to inform processes of institutionalisation. Cognitive
social psychology has been pursuing this possibility with research into unconscious bias in interpersonal
medical communication (e.g. Stivers and Majid 2007). This research has reformative possibilities when
applied to strategic training programmes that could reduce unconscious stereotyping among health
professionals (Burgess et al 2007). Third and relatedly, is the need, noted elsewhere, to include Whites as
a category in thinking about racialisation so as to tackle what has been termed 'colour blind racism'
(Bonilla-Silva 2006). Fourth and having over-hauled what is implied by institutional racism, an examination
of how racism became institutionalised in the NHS would illuminate both the development of sociological
concepts and the ways in which social psychological interventions can be best deployed. The post-World
War II cohort of migrants who undertook posts in settings rejected by White health care professionals, are
currently reaching the end of their working lives (Taylor and Esmail 1999). These medical migrants probably
played a crucial but un-remarked upon role integrating their fellow migrants into the health care system as
well as being themselves subject to discrimination (Kyriakides and Virdee 2003), while their own prejudices
would have been influential in establishing how racialised minorities were treated in the NHS. Soon this
cohort will reach the end of their lives, as well as their NHS careers. Their accounts are key evidence of
how racism became unacceptable over the twentieth century and yet did not disappear; how racism came
to operate independently of racists. 10.4 The anthropologist Marshall Sahlins observed that ‘Events are
ordered by culture, … in that process, the culture is reordered' (1981: 8). The search for single variables that
explain difference combined with historically racialised thinking has made it difficult to escape a rather
simplistic approach. In the case of mental health inequalities this has led to embattled positions where
racism, behavioural factors or socioeconomic deprivation have all too often been seen as alternative
causative hypotheses and painstaking documentation of complex interactions has been avoided. Since
both race and mental health are subject to the classificatory struggle for meaning, that struggle is part of
the understanding of inequality. The endless tension between showing inequality by measuring it and
reinforcing the categories of differentiation (Bradby 2003) is part of the classificatory struggle. Intuitively, the
epidemiological disadvantage and the unsatisfactory communication that Black patients experience appear
linked, but we have no model of how this might work that can be operationalised in empirical research.
David Bennett’s story (and those of other Black patients (Sainsbury Centre for Mental Health 2002)),
suggests that discriminatory processes accrue over a lifetime and their effect cannot be read off, for
instance at the moment when psychiatric staff restrict a man’s breathing through excessive restraint. Until
the macro, micro and long-term processes of racism can be conceptualised together we leave clinicians,
managers and policy-makers arguing about responsibility.

Notes
1At the time of writing (March 2010) the Democrats have just welcomed the approval of the bill that will

extend healthcare to citizens who are currently uninsured.
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